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Keeping Up with UpdatesKeeping Up with Updates

Our affection for our technology 
tends to hit us at both extremes: 
either we love it and can’t imagine 
life without it, or we want to shoot it. 
Many times the latter attitude comes 
when our devices start acting funny or 
non-responsive for no obvious reason. 
When this happens we fear two things. We 
wonder how we are going to accomplish 
whatever task we were trying to do, and 
we worry that our device might have been 
compromised. These are two unsettling 
feelings, happening all at once.

Technology Traumas

Let’s look at an example of this 
scenario. An iPad’s air drop suddenly 
stops working. The user discovers this at 
the precise moment when he needs to 
print out a document for a customer. He 
doesn’t know why it stopped working; it 
was working the day before. He inves-
tigates. When he does, he will attempt 
to find out why the iPad’s air drop to the 

printer is non-functional and repair 
it, but if that does not work out he 
also hopes to find a workaround for 
the immediate problem, so the 
customer can be on her way. 
Perhaps sharing the document with 
another device in the office will work, then 
he can print it from there. But he 
discovers that the problem is not only 
the printer. His iPad shows no availability 
of any of the other devices in the office. 
The user is left feeling like he and his 
iPad have entered into the Technology 
Twilight Zone, with a document trapped 
on his device and a customer getting 
irritated.

The reality which goes with our 
technology traumas also tends to hit us 
at extremes: either the trouble turns out 
to be a simple fix, or the trouble turns 
out to be a major malfunction or 
security breach. In our example, the iPad 
problem was due to the fact that the 
system was two updates behind. With 

a simple iOS update, everything was 
connecting properly again and the 
document could be printed. The user is 
fortunate, however. Updates are often 
implemented in response to protect 
systems from newly discovered 
vulnerabilities. Being two updates behind 
can easily mean that the device is a good 
target for malware and bad actors.

Keeping devices up to date should be 
considered critical maintenance. This is 
true for the operating system, and it is true 
for all the major applications running on it.

How to Know Your Device and 
Applications are Up to Date

Thankfully, most of the newer 
applications have support structures that 
process updates automatically. This is true 
for Microsoft 365, although it is still up to 
the user to...
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Small to mid-sized businesses have shied 
away from private cloud, thinking that the 

expense would make it out of reach. Instead, 
they settled for public cloud options with 
their restrictive support software which is 

usually not a good fit for the business. 

Did you know that private cloud pricing is 
comparable to public? Did you also know 

that it conforms to your business, instead of 
the other way around?
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